
 When a school inspector calls.


Until the early 1990s schools were inspected by HMI who were civil servants but had a great deal 
of autonomy. They reported on the education system  - schools colleges and higher education to 
the Education Minister. As there were only 400 HMIs school inspections were  infrequent but  
Local Education Authorities employed their own inspectors and advisers. The quality of the local 
inspection services varied and there was no national criteria to apply - but LEAs  did a lot to 
promote curriculum development and spread good practice. They also were involved in the 
selection and appointment of teachers. Education was not a major political issue. 


However it was becoming more important. The Government decided that a more robust  
inspection system was necessary to drive forward reforms and monitor their effectiveness so  HMI 
were asked to devise a common inspection framework that would enable consistent judgements  
to be made and perhaps more importantly allow schools to be compared and promote 
competition between schools. It was thought at the time that parents would  use the reports to 
make decisions on choice of school and that poor schools would close and successful schools 
would thrive and attract more pupils. Of course that was not the only reason - the government 
had introduced a National Curriculum for schools in stages from 1988 and expected it to be 
delivered  as specified. Although broadly welcomed by schools the National Curriculum  took 
away from many schools  ( and teachers ) decisions about what should be taught and  how it 
would be taught. This had the effect of significantly reducing the autonomy of educators resulting 
in the  reduction the professional responsibilities of teachers - who prior to this had  gleaned the 
best practice available and interpreted this  to the needs of their school through professional 
networks. It was clear that future inspections would be about checking on  compliance (mainly 
National Curriculum) rather than the celebration of diversity and innovation. Many HMIs  were 
made redundant or took early retirement at this time and inspectors who were employed by local 
authorities were told to fit into the new system or resign. Many did he latter. In their place the 
government  started recruitment for new inspectors who would work in teams under the direction 
of a Registered  Inspector . These teams were effectively small companies ( many started from 
LEA inspection teams or by ex HMI ) who would compete with each other to gain inspection 
contracts based on quality and price. It was not long before teams combined  to form  larger 
companies - sometimes as part of existing professional services organisations. This was what the 
government wanted - a privatised school inspection system that was under the direction of the 
paymasters ( the Government). Inspection teams also offered  inspection preparation services , 
but these had to be paid for by schools. As the paymasters had the final say in what was 
published this meant that the inspection system became the enforcer of  the current  government 
policy to improve schools and to provide evidence about value for money. This was all part of a 
political  strategy to demonstrate that  the current  educational policy was right for the country 
and this would be validated with the  extensive testing of pupils and would provide evidence that 
would impress the electorate. It was ironic that many senior politicians had little first hand 
experience of state education - so they set up a parallel system of inspection for the independent 
sector , where most inspectors were independently educated. 


The biggest changes following the introduction of the National Curriculum  occurred in primary 
schools who had to follow a prescriptive National Curriculum. Secondary schools were less 
affected but still needed to change their curriculum substantially . Both had to administer national 
testing at  ages  5 ,7, 11,  and 14. This led schools to prioritise teaching to the test rather than 
what might be in the best interests of pupils and opened up the door for  competition  between 
schools and  league tables. The rapid growth of in the processing of data helped to enable this. 
Headteachers were now under  increasing pressure to get the best results and many resorted to 
gaming the system - sometimes illegally.


I applied to train as an inspector in 1994 as I felt the role fitted in well with my  experience as a 
school teacher , teacher educator and researcher and I was committed to school improvement  
After completing the application form , references and  identity checks I was invited to attended a 
one week residential training and assessment  at a hotel in Leeds . This proved to be  one of the 
most stressful  personal experiences to date. The first task ( timed ) was to sift through about a 3 
inch pile of school documentation to identify what might be the significant issues for an 
inspection. We then had an exam to see how accurate we had been. A similar pattern occurred in 
the following days . We were frequently given evening  homework tasks and tested on these first 



thing the next day. The intensity of the training was clearly aimed at putting participants under 
pressure and each day several people dropped off the course. Toward the end of the week we 
had to engage in  a mock feedback of inspection findings to a panel of headteachers and senior 
school staff played by actors and were assessed on providing a convincing performance and 
standing up to challenging questioning. Those who succeeded are put on a register of inspectors 
that was used to construct teams. 


I worked for four inspection organisations ( the largest were Tribal and Research Machines) in the 
next 10 years , participating in  5 or 6  one week inspections a year all over the country . We were 
paid a daily rate for the number of days in school  and this was expected to cover preparation 
time ( usually 1 day  and writing up time -  half a day) , travel and hotel accommodation. Some of 
the  lead inspectors ( called Reggies) booked the hotel accommodation for their team - which 
could be up to 15 people.  As some inspectors were trying to make living from this the costs had 
to be kept down which sometime led to unsuitable hotels being used. I remember  arriving at one 
hotel in Blackpool  on a rainy cold Sunday evening  to be told that the illuminations had been 
turned off  at the weekend and their staff were now almost all on holiday. On requesting a 7am 
breakfast for the team we were told that there was no chef and that we could go into the kitchen 
and make your own breakfasts.  Following strong protests a relief chef was soon appointed.


Teams were expected to arrive at school by 8am and are directed to (the inspection room). This 
was sometimes very cramped and not everyone had a working space. There were usually lots of 
box files full of school policies , minutes of governors meeting  , examination data and 
prospectuses.  In most schools the team met the school staff before the start of school. At one  
faith school  the Head lead the staff in prayers for hopefully a successful week. At another school  
- a city technology college( CTC )the Chair of the Governors  ( Sir somebody) gave the Inspection 
Team a pep talk claiming that no lesson observed in a CTC inspection had been graded as fail.

Unfortunately I  observed the Head of Chemistry  teaching a lesson in which he demonstrated 
filling a burette with acid from above head height without wearing  eye protection. This was 
grounds for giving a fail grade for teaching. I remember asking him to meet me at the end of the 
day for feedback - and discussed a possible course of action with the Reggie. The meeting never 
took place and i was told that the teacher was now on sick leave and would be away for the rest 
of the week. This brought home the massive stress that the new inspection regime was  causing 
to teachers and senior leaders. An unfavourable outcome could result in teachers resignations, 
being  overlooked for future promotion or even being transferred to another school. For senior 
leaders it was even worse - possible being forced to resign of the sacked , and often ending a  
successful and long career.  Inspectors giving bad news had to be absolutely certain of their 
judgments  and be able to provide several examples of evidence to back these up. 


Inspectors observed lessons , talked to groups of pupils, scrutinised the current  and past work of 
the pupils and the  resources available for learning and accommodation. For secondary schools 
all inspectors had specialist  subject expertise and experience of teaching the subject in schools 
(science and maths for me) and had a record of promoted posts in education. Most teams had  
several  former headteachers or deputy heads .The schools received CVs from the inspection 
team  before the visit and could ask for an inspector to be replaced. This sometimes happened if 
a conflict of interest was apparent .


The bulk of the time was spent in classrooms observing teaching and grading  the quality of 
learning learning and teaching. Grading teaching turned out to be  the most contentious  task and 
inspectors had to give feedback to teachers following lessons but were not allowed to  release the 
grades. Lesson reports from the inspectors were  submitted to the Reggie following the lesson 
and all the graded judgements  were entered  into a computer data base . A summary of data was 
provided at the team meeting at the end of each day. The headteacher was also briefed about the 
interim inspection findings daily. Schools soon realised that they needed to monitor the inspectors 
work and most schools required teacher to complete a pro former about the conduct of the 
inspector , what evidence they were collecting and what the inspector said to them following 
lessons.  If you were unlucky  the inspection teams would receive a QA visit from HMI , who 
would follow inspectors in their tasks - read all their reports and  gradings and  make a judgement 
as to the competence  of the inspector.  In due course a letter would arrive  at the inspectors 
house saying whether  the inspector was judged to having met the Ofsted standards and areas for 
improvement were given. Inspectors who didn’t make the grade were  removed from the register.




At the end of the week the full inspection team had a meeting where agreement was sought on 
gradings for more than100 aspects  across the school . Each  aspect had a lead inspector (eg  for 
the conduct of pupils)  who would draw together evidence from other inspectors during the week  
and meet with school staff to discuss policy and implementation. The final meeting to agree 
judgements  often lasts several hours and sometimes became quite heated  when there was 
differences  between inspectors. These findings ( preliminary ) were given to the Head at the end 
of the week  so that the Head could debrief teachers about the overall finding and likely category 
into which the school would be placed. During the next four weeks the report was written (much 
longer and detailed than current Ofsted reports ) and sent to Ofsted readers who would change 
certain judgements if they thought necessary followed by a final QA read by Ofsted and editing 
before publication. This was to ensure that the evidence  to support the judgments was 
sufficiently robust to stand up to  possible appeals.


Once the report was published schools were expected to construct an action plan to address any 
shortcomings . Where major deficits were identified follow up visits were made by HMI  who 
would report on progress with the identified actions.


One of the feared outcomes was a school being put into “special measures”. This had major 
consequences for senior staff and governors as they were judged as being inadequate and often 
led to new leaders being appointed. Unfortunately schools who served more economically  
deprived areas of the country were more likely to be judged as not providing a good enough 
standard of education. As this was made public there were serious implications  for the reputation 
for the  school locally , and of course  pupils who then knew their school  was in difficulty. There 
has always been differences between schools - catchment areas, the  social class of parents, 
ability of  the school to attract and maintain high quality teachers are some of these.

 

Most of the inspectors I worked with  were throughly committed to helping the school and 
teachers improve their practice drawing from their wide experience of schools and education. 
Initially inspectors were told not to provide advice , but this decision was later reversed.  
inspectors were less happy with the Governments agenda of accountability and the grading of 

schools - as there were severe consequences for schools receiving low grades , not least the 
effect on the pupils perception of their school.  Schools receiving  good and outstanding grades  
were of course quick to publicise this . After a period of about six weeks ( and following several 
redraftings) the final report was published on the Ofsted website . Schools that disagreed with the 
judgement could appeal but it was rare for judgements to be altered.


The inspection framework has been revised several times since the first 10 years of Ofsted , the 
number of inspectors and days in schools has been reduced  substantially for cost reasons and 
school are now expected to complete a detailed self inspection  review  annually.


Is the national inspection of schools  necessary and fit for purpose? Clearly  the public needs to 
be assured that the public education system is working and improving  which has  led to a 
forensic analysis of school data , particularly pupil testing and examination results and greater 
conformity across the country. Governments are under pressure to show their education policies 
are  working , even when the resources are reduced.   Secretaries of State for Education ( often 
short term) have in the past used the education system for their own political agenda  - to 
demonstrate they can be  tough and reform practices , possibly in preparation for higher policy 
office .

My view is that much more attention needs to be given to ensuring that  pupils are happy, develop 
a love for learning and see themselves as valued  future members of society. The confidence to 
continue to learn throughout a lifetime  is surely a valid aim for all, not just those who are 
academically gifted. This can only be done where teachers are  given the opportunity to flourish 
without excessive regulation and monitoring . Too many  children  still leave full time education 
feeling that they have  been failed  by their school.  Ideally all pupils need to be proud of their 
school - which is difficult when the school has been labelled as failing by Ofsted.  We need to 
celebrate diversity and innovation  and  be much more sensitive where improvements are thought 
to be necessary.  The regulatory frameworks that schools operate in have become overtly 
complex and there is too much emphasis  on  playing the inspection game , eg on improving 



examination and test results year on year. I have confidence that the profession itself could be the 
catalyst of such improvements  away from  excessive  central political interference and schools  
don’t need to be publicly graded to provide a good education .


Mike Holland  



